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Abstract. Online e-commerce has been growing continuously. Accord-
ing to eMarketers latest forecasts, worldwide retail e-commerce sales will
reach $4 trillion USD by 2020. In addition, using cutting-edge technolo-
gies such as augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), mixed reality
(MR), sensing technology, image processing, robotics and online pay-
ment technology, new shopping experiences that enhance offline or online
shopping, or integrate the two types of shopping experiences are being
introduced. In this workshop, new concepts and recent progress in shop-
ping experiences are discussed from various perspectives. The workshop
will include invited talk sessions by world-leading innovators, and inter-
active poster and demonstration presentations of submitted papers and
abstracts.
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1 Introduction

Before the emergence of the Internet, shopping was limited to brick-and-mortar
stores, where consumers went to see, touch and purchase physical items (offline
shopping). However, after the Internet emerged, it became possible for consumers
to engage in a new shopping experience, i.e., online shopping. Online shopping
has profoundly changed how we purchase goods. Now we can view and purchase
products from a large number of online stores anytime from anywhere. According
to eMarketers latest forecasts [1], worldwide retail e-commerce sales will reach
$4 trillion USD by 2020.

Recently, many cutting-edge technologies such as augmented reality (AR),
virtual reality (VR), mixed reality (MR), sensing technology, image processing,
robotics and online payment technology have been rapidly refined. Using these
technologies, novel services that enhance conventional offline or online shop-
ping have been introduced, e.g., robot reception in a store [2] and AR furniture
shopping [3, 4]. Moreover, for better coordination of the two types of shopping
experiences, there have been some attempts to encourage online shopping in an
offline store and vice versa, i.e., Offline-to-Online and Online-to-Offline (O2O).
In the near future, it is expected that consumers will not be conscious of the
difference of the two, which look like smoothly integrated [5].



O2O
• Acquiring	virtual	currency	

after	offline	shipping	[14]
• In-store	pick-up	service	

for	online	orders[15]
• Digital	signage	for	

off/online	shopping	[16]
• …

Enhanced	offline	
shopping

Enhanced	online	
shopping

• Virtual	mirror	[6]
• Robot	reception	[2]
• Cashier-free	store	[7]
• Popularity	visualization[8]
• …

• AR	Home	shopping	[3,	4]
• VR	store	shopping	[10]
• 3D	Body	avatar	[11]
• Easy-order	gadgets [12,	13]
• …

Core	technologies
AR/VR/MR,	Sensing	technology,	Image	processing	
Robotics,	Online	payment technology,	etc.	

Fig. 1. Overview of enhanced offline and online shopping, and O2O services

2 Related work

In this section, we introduce related work of enhanced offline and online shop-
ping, and O2O services. Figure 1 represents the overview of related work.

2.1 Enhanced offline shopping

To make offline shopping more convenient or entertaining, various attempts have
been made in an physical store by using cutting-edge technologies. In a fashion
store, a virtual mirror was installed by using AR technology so that a customer
can try on as many items as they want without putting off their clothes [6]. In an
electronics retail store, intelligent movable robots were assigned to eliminate the
shortage of professional explainers who have much knowledge of its products [2].
In a grocery store, [7] proposed a cashier-free system by making the best use of
vision sensing and pattern recognition technology to realize a store with no lines
and no check out. In a sales event of a department store, to easily understand the
popularity of each event store, 3D-animated human-shaped icons appeared on
a paper map representation in a large display monitor based on hourly point of
sales (PoS) data [8]. Purchasing behavior data such as PoS data and a customer
flow map are valuable for not only customers but also retailers who hope to
optimize their store layout [9].

2.2 Enhanced online shopping

Although even conventional online shopping is convenient in term of anytime
anywhere shopping, it is originally less sense of reality because an intangible
product is displayed in not actual size on a 2D web browser. To solve such lack
of reality, AR technology has been often employed. For example, [3, 4] proposed
an AR home shopping experience where actual size furniture appears on a smart-
phone display. VR technology, which allows a user to secure a higher immersion



feeling, is another approach to put more reality in online shopping. [10] devel-
oped a VR showroom that enables a user to dive into a virtual store that looks
exactly like a physical one. In online clothes shopping, technology of 3D body
shape estimation can be also utilized. To determine if an article of clothing suits
customer’s body or not on a website, [11] displayed a clothing 3D model with a
representative 3D body shape, which is generated from body shape estimation
using anatomical information (e.g., height and weight).

Another enhancement of online shopping is to save customer’s trouble in
ordering goods. Recently, some Internet-of-things gadgets that allow an user to
order goods by voice recognition [12] or just pushing a button [13] have been
released.

2.3 O2O services

To draw potential customers from offline to online shopping or vice versa, some
O2O services have been launched. For examples, [15] started in-store pick-up
service for online orders. In [14], an user got rewarded with virtual currency
that can be used in online shopping after offline shopping. [16] released a digital
signage display that can order goods on-line in case of that they are sold out in
the physical store.

3 Overview of ECEC2017

Although many services beyond conventional offline and online shopping have
already been proposed as described in Section 2, we believe that shopping ex-
periences will keep evolving based on upcoming new technologies. Therefore, to
discuss new concepts and current progress in shopping experiences, we will hold
this workshop. It will include invited talk sessions and an interactive poster and
demonstration session. In the invited talk sessions, world-leading innovators will
give a talk about their specialized fields of VR shopping [17], Retail analysis [9],
Image processing for e-commerce [18] and Drone business [19]. The interactive
poster and demonstration session will cover the following topics:

– Gamification of shopping experiences
– Entertainment psychology and shopping experiences
– Shopping attractions
– Online-to-offline, Omni channel with entertainment
– Use of wearable/smart devices for shopping
– Physical shopping interfaces
– Augmenting real-world shopping experiences using VR/AR/MR technolo-

gies
– Image/Video processing for e-commerce
– Best practices in e-commerce and entertainment

We look forward to discussion with you toward future shopping at ECEC2017.
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